Nonprescription Topical Treatments for Skin Rejuvenation
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This article aims to review available over-the-counter (OTC) topical treatments for specific findings related to aging skin. Rejuvenation by topical methods is a widely available and low-risk aspect of antiaging regimens. The authors recommend that all patients seeking skin rejuvenation be placed on an individualized regimen discussed during in-office consultation. Patient complaints, such as dryness/sensitivity and wrinkles, should be specifically discussed and addressed. We have found the Baumann Skin Typing system to be of great use in this area. Specifics on using this questionnaire are outside the realm of this article but may be found at www.skintype-solutions.com/home. This article will focus on selected topical antiaging facial cosmetic ingredients based on dry, sensitive, and wrinkled presentations. An antiaging regimen is likely to include prescription topicals such as a vitamin A derivative or antipigment agent and these topicals will be discussed in separate articles in this issue entitled, “Topicals for Skin Rejuvenation: Prescription Topicals” and “Treatment of Unwanted Pigment.”

Cutaneous aging results from the complex interaction of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic aging is based on individual heredity and the natural effects of the passage of time. Extrinsic aging occurs from exogenous insults and manifests in premature skin aging, especially in the face. Rhytid formation, engendered by changes in the dermal layer of skin, is the primary manifestation of skin aging. Importantly, despite numerous false claims by manufacturers to the contrary, few skin care products are proven to adequately penetrate the dermis to improve deep wrinkles. Therefore, preventing rhytids is the goal of dermatologic antiaging skin care.1 Unwrinkled skin is the skin that has been largely protected from exogenous aging factors.

Dry skin is a also a hallmark of aging, as older skin is impacted by declining production of sex hormones and collagen, manifesting in skin with decreased thickness, increased wrinkling and a much greater tendency toward dryness.2-4 Dry skin is characterized by an impaired barrier, lack of natural moisturizing factor (NMF), and/or reduced sebum production, whereas oily skin is characterized by increased sebum production. Aging skin can also present as sensitive and even friable and some patients may manifest aging skin in this way. While sensitive skin is characterized by inflammation and presents as acne, rosacea, burning and stinging sensations, or skin rashes, resistant skin is typified by a strong stratum corneum (SC) that imparts cutaneous protection from allergens, other environmental factors, and water loss. While resistant skin is less prone to acne, it is also less amenable to topical therapy, thus requiring stronger skin care products and in-office procedures as compared with sensitive skin.

Dry Skin

Basic Skin Care Formulations

Dry skin can be treated by augmenting SC hydration with occlusive or humectant ingredients and smoothing rough surfaces with an emollient. Occlusives coat the SC and slow transepidermal water loss (TEWL); humectants attract water...
from the atmosphere and the epidermis; emollients soften and smooth the skin. Surface acting ingredients, or surfactants, are the primary active ingredients in cleansers, which are used more often than any other skin care products. Cleansing products include bar surfactants, superfatted soaps, transparent soaps, combination bars, synthetic detergent bars, and liquid surfactants. Patients with dry skin should use nonfoaming agents, such as a cleansing milk, oil, or cream.

Moisturizers

Moisturizers increase water content in the SC by blocking TEWL through occlusive ingredients or by enhancing the integrity of the skin barrier, which is achieved via delivery of fatty acids, ceramides, and cholesterol to the skin and controlling the calcium gradient. Moisturization is also achieved by increasing levels of NMF, glycerol (glycerin), and other humectants (e.g., hyaluronic acid). In addition, skin hydration is improved by enhancing epidermal capacity to absorb important circulatory components, such as glycerol and water, through aquaporin channels. Most moisturizers, which are designed to improve skin hydration, are oil-in-water emulsions (e.g., creams and lotions) or water-in-oil emulsions (e.g., hand creams).

Occlusives

Widely used in skin care cosmetics, occlusives are oily substances that can dissolve fats and coat the SC to inhibit TEWL, resulting in an emollient effect. Petrolatum and mineral oil are among the most effective occlusive agents. A purified mixture of hydrocarbons derived from petroleum (crude oil) and used as a skin care product since 1872, petrolatum, the gold standard of occlusives, displays a water vapor loss resistance 170 times that of olive oil.\(^5\) The hydrocarbon molecules present in petrolatum prevent oxidation, giving it a long shelf life.\(^6\) However, petrolatum has a greasy texture that many patients find unappealing. Cosmetic grade mineral oil, a noncomedogenic agent derived from the distillation of petroleum in gasoline production, has been available for over a century and is one of the more commonly used oils in skin products.\(^7\) It is important to note that occlusives are effective only while on the skin; TEWL returns to previous levels when the agent is removed. In moisturizers, occlusives are often combined with humectants. Lanolin, paraffin, squalene, dimethicone, propylene glycol, beeswax, soybean oil, grapeseed oil,\(^8\) and other “natural” oils (e.g., sunflower seed, evening primrose, olive oil, and jojoba oils) are also among the commonly used occlusive ingredients.\(^9-13\)

Humectants

Humectants are water-soluble substances with high water absorption capacity. These compounds can attract water from the deeper epidermis and dermis in low-humidity conditions, which can exacerbate dry skin.\(^10\) Therefore, manufacturers combine humectants with occlusive ingredients to achieve the desired effect. In cosmetic moisturizers, humectant ingredients protect against evaporation and thickening of the product, thus extending the shelf life. Humectants can also change skin appearance by drawing water into the skin, causing mild SC swelling that makes the skin look smoother and less wrinkled. Manufacturers often capitalize on this phenomenon by touting some moisturizers as “antiwrinkle creams” even though no long-term antiwrinkle effects are delivered. Glycerin, urea, sorbitol, sodium hyaluronate, propylene glycol, \(\alpha\)-hydroxy acids, and sugars are among the commonly used humectant ingredients. Glycerin (glycerol) is a potent humectant with hygroscopic capacity comparable to NMF,\(^11\) allowing the SC to retain a significant amount of water even in a dry environment. Urea, included in hand creams since the 1940s,\(^12\) is a constituent of the NMF and displays mild antipruritic activity.\(^13\)

Emollients

Emollients render a smooth appearance by filling the spaces between desquamating corneocytes and increasing cohesion, resulting in a flattening of the curled edges of the individual corneocytes. In addition, several emollients exhibit humectant and occlusive qualities. Occlusives that also confer an emollient effect include lanolin, mineral oil, and petrolatum. Several natural ingredients also impart such benefits and include oatmeal, shea butter, vitamins C and E, coffeeberry, green tea, coenzyme Q\(_{10}\) (CoQ\(_{10}\)), niacinamide, soy, and glyceryl-L-histidyl-L-lysine-Cu\(^{2+}\) (GHK-Cu), a copper tripeptide complex used for many years to enhance wound healing and more recently shown to augment collagen production.\(^14,15\)

Ideal moisturizers contain humectant as well as occlusive ingredients. Glycerin is one of the better humectants because it can cross aquaporin channels and penetrate into the dermis. The best occlusive ingredients are oils that contain antioxidants and/or linoleic acid, including safflower oil, sunflower oil, olive oil, walnut oil, peanut oil, and grape seed oil.

Hydroxy Acids

Alpha-hydroxy acids (AHAs), a group of water-soluble, naturally occurring compounds with a hydroxy group in the \(\alpha\)-position, function as humectants and exfoliants. Lactic acid (derived from sour milk), glycolic acid (from sugarcane), citric acid (from citrus fruits), malic acid (from apples), tartaric acid (from grapes),\(^14,15\) and phytic acid (from rice) are members of this versatile family of compounds.\(^16\) Lactic and glycolic acids were the first AHAs to reach the market and remain the most commonly used AHAs. For over 35 years, topical formulations using AHAs have been known to influence epidermal keratinization.\(^17\) It is important to note that preparations containing AHAs are required by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to include a label warning that sun protection should accompany product use.

Lactic Acid

First used in 1943 to treat ichthyosis,\(^18\) lactic acid is a popular AHA present in several at-home products and prescription
moisturizers. Lactic acid is the only AHA that is also a component of the NMF, which, as suggested above, plays an important role in skin hydration. Notably, the application of the L-isomer of lactic acid to keratinocytes increases the ratio of ceramide 1 linoleate to ceramide 1 oleate, which is significantly lower as a lower ceramide 1 linoleate to ceramide 1 oleate ratio is associated with atopic dermatitis and acne. Lactic acid also confers antiaging effects, as suggested by a double blind vehicle-controlled study in which an 8% L-lactic acid formula performed better than vehicle in treating photoaged skin, with statistically significant amelioration of skin roughness, mottled hyperpigmentation, and sallowness.

Sensitive Skin

Sensitive skin has defied easy characterization. Two classification systems have been proffered in the last decade, but a definitive typing system for sensitive skin remains elusive. Individuals can suffer from combinations of sensitive skin subtypes. The following discussion focuses on the primary topical treatments for sensitive skin.

Topical Treatments for Sensitive Skin

Salicylic Acid

In experimental as well as clinical settings, salicylates have demonstrated anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial activity. Salicylic acid, a member of the aspirin family, interrupts the arachidonic acid cascade, thus exerting analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects. Salicylates control inflammation by inhibiting proinflammatory gene expression. Salicylic acid decreases the frequency and severity of acne eruptions by mitigating acne-related inflammation while delivering exfoliating activity to the pores. Because it is lipophilic, it is more able than glycolic acid to penetrate the sebum in skin pores, which accounts for its popularity in OTC acne products. Salicylic acid 2% cleansers are effective treatment options for rosacea patients with oily skin.

Sulfur/Sulfacetamide

Sulfur, usually an adjuvant therapy, is used primarily to treat acne, seborrheic dermatitis, rosacea, scabies, and tinea versicolor. Elemental sulfur and its various forms (e.g., sulfides, sulfites, and mercaptans) act as anti-inflammatory agents and reportedly display antifungal, antimicrobial, and antiparasitic activity. Sulfur is often combined with sodium sulfacetamide, a sulfonamide agent with antibacterial properties, specifically acting as a competitive antagonist to para-aminobenzoic acid, an essential component for bacterial growth, and Propionibacterium acnes. The combined keratolytic and anti-inflammatory activity of sulfur and the antibacterial properties of sulfacetamide in a topical formulation render an effective treatment for acne vulgaris, rosacea, and seborrheic dermatitis. Sulfur is combined with sodium sulfacetamide in cream, lotion, gel topical suspension, cleanser, and silica-based mask preparations. However, the odor of many of these products has been likened to rotten eggs, limiting their popularity.

Natural Ingredients

In the past 20 years, botanically derived products have gained widespread interest and use in the US. Indeed, many such ingredients have been shown in recent years to impart anti-inflammatory activity, including aloe vera, chamomile, feverfew, ginseng, licorice extract, mushroom, oatmeal, selenium, and turmeric.

Wrinkled Skin

Wrinkled skin is more readily prevented than successfully treated. Well-known effective behaviors to avert photodamage include the use of broad-spectrum sunscreen (blocking UV-A and UV-B) and sun avoidance during the peak hours of 10 AM to 4 PM. A routine skin care regimen that entails topical retinoid application may also aid in the prevention and treatment of cutaneous aging. Topical retinoids foster collagen synthesis and thwart the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) active in collagen and elastin degradation. It is also important in the dermatologic arsenal against wrinkling are antioxidants, which counteract oxidative stress and free radicals created by UV irradiation.

Retinoids

For many years, retinoids, a family of compounds derived from vitamin A, have been used topically and systemically to treat dermatologic disorders, especially acne. Indeed, more than 25 years ago, female acne patients reported smoother skin and fewer wrinkles after treatment. This led to a clinical trial showing that patients treated with tretinoin experienced improvement in sunlight-induced epidermal atrophy, dysplasia, keratosis, and dyspigmentation. Additional findings from several clinical trials led to FDA approval of tretinoin (Renova; Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, Raritan, NJ) to treat photodamage. Renova, Avage (Allergan, Irvine, CA), and Refissa (Spear Dermatology Products, Randolph, NJ) are the only topical agents approved for this purpose.

Significantly, tretinoin may also play a role in the prevention of cutaneous aging. UV-B exposure upregulates the development of multiple MMPs, and the activation of MMP genes promotes the production of collagenase, gelatinase, and stromelysin, which fully degrade the skin collagen. However, the induction of these MMPs has been shown to be inhibited by tretinoin application. Collagen synthesis has also been demonstrated to be diminished due to UV exposure. Cutaneous pretreatment with tretinoin has been shown to suppress UV induction of MMPs; therefore, consistently pretreating the skin with tretinoin may help prevent as well as treat photodamage. Collagen synthesis in photoaged human skin has also been promoted by the use of retinoids. Specifically, levels of collagen type I have been partially restored by the topical application of tretinoin 0.1% to photodamaged skin. The metabolic precursor of tretinoin, retinol, is a key ingredient found in various OTC cosmetic products advertised as "anti-wrinkle" creams.

Though they bear little structural resemblance to retinol, the newest retinoids impart biological action via the same
nuclear receptors modulated by the active natural metabolite of vitamin A, retinoic acid. Third-generation retinoids, of which there are now over 2,500 products, are more photostable than the first- and second-generation formulations. However, a report by the Environmental Working Group has stirred controversy about one retinoid, retinyl palmitate, suggesting that it may promote skin cancer development. The American Academy of Dermatology denies that there is any such evidence. What we do know is that retinyl palmitate delivers some sunscreen effects by absorbing UV-B, but it may also absorb UV-A and act as a photosensitizer. While it is undetermined whether retinyl palmitate actually imparts a carcinogenic effect, it has been established that retinol penetrates human skin more effectively than retinyl palmitate. In addition, several retinoids have been shown to exert anticarcinogenic effects. Based on the superior efficacy, the authors recommend retinol or tretinoin products, not retinyl palmitate.

Retinol, a prodrug that can be converted to retinoic acid by the skin, is highly effective in skin care. The change to all-trans retinoic acid within the keratinocytes is essential for retinol to be active. Upon exposure to light, retinol degrades into a biologically inactive molecule. This breakdown can be prevented by adding an antioxidant or by incorporating retinol into an oxidation-resistant vehicle. Recent investigations of retinol in an appropriate vehicle and in the correct concentration have shown it to be as effective as tretinoin for the same indications. In one study, unoccluded retinol at 0.25% was found to induce the same cellular and molecular changes observed with the application of 0.025% tretinoin—without the irritation usually seen with tretinoin. In addition, the investigators found that retinol penetrated the skin better than tretinoin. Side effects from retinol are also less frequent than with tretinoin; therefore, retinol may be an excellent alternative for patients with sensitive skin. In addition, vitamin A is also known to be a humectant moisturizer and therefore is a useful additive in products meant to moisturize the skin.

### Antioxidants

Several antioxidants have demonstrated significant capacity to exert photoprotective effects. While a suitable discussion of this subject is beyond the scope of this article, it is worth noting that the list of antioxidants or antioxidant-containing compounds associated with such effects includes but is not limited to vitamins C and E, as well as the antioxidants CoQ10, green tea, resveratrol, and lycopene. CoQ10, also known as ubiquinone (as it is a member of the quinone family), is a fat-soluble compound found in all cells. It contributes to the electron transfer chain responsible for energy production and is believed to account for 95% of the body’s ATP or energy needs. In addition to its natural presence in human cells, CoQ10 is abundant in fish and shellfish. Topical CoQ10 has been shown to penetrate into the viable layers of the skin and significantly suppress collagenase expression in human dermal fibroblasts after UV-A exposure. In addition, extended supplementation of CoQ10 in humans has been demonstrated to reduce periorcular wrinkle formation. CoQ10 is stable in topical products but the long-term capacity of such products to prevent or retard cutaneous aging has not been established. Recent in vivo studies have revealed the lessening of photaging symptoms as a result of the topical application of CoQ10, though the bioavailability of CoQ10 has remained poor.

### Green Tea

Green tea, the globally popular beverage, has been the subject of scrutiny in recent years for its purported antioxidant and anticarcinogenic activity. In fact, green tea is one of the most researched of the antioxidants, with numerous studies on its cutaneous effects. Among the key constituents of green tea are four major polyphenolic catechins: ECG [(−)EpiCatechin-3-O-Gallate], GCG [(−)GalloCatechin-3-O-Gallate], EGC [(−)EpiGalloCatechin], and EGCG [(−)EpiGalloCatechin-3-O-Gallate], the most abundant and biologically active component. Early studies revealed that orally administered or topically applied green tea polyphenols blocked chemical- and UV-induced carcinogenesis in hairless or Sencar mice. In subsequent work that has confirmed and elaborated on such results, EGCG has emerged as a potent photocarcinogenesis inhibitor. In human skin, topically applied green tea polyphenols have been shown to dose-dependently diminish UV-induced erythema and sunburn cell formation, limit DNA damage, and protect epidermal Langerhans cells. Topically applying green tea polyphenols in the morning in combination with sunscreens is thought to potentially enhance skin protection against UV damage. That said, the body of evidence...
on the effects on human skin of topically applied green tea polyphenols remains relatively small, despite copious research.\textsuperscript{85}

Resveratrol
Resveratrol (trans-3,5,4’-trihydroxystilbene), a polyphenol found in the skin and seeds of grapes, berries, peanuts, red wine, and other foods, exhibits a wide range of biological and pharmacological activity,\textsuperscript{86} including strong antioxidant, antiproliferative, and anti-inflammatory characteristics.\textsuperscript{69,87} Notably, resveratrol has been demonstrated, in vitro and in vivo, to impart chemopreventive and antiproliferative activity against various cancers, including skin cancer, by inhibiting cellular events linked to tumor initiation, promotion, and progression and inducing apoptosis in such tumor cells.\textsuperscript{88–90} Recent studies support the notion of this antioxidant conferring a photoprotective effect against UV radiation.\textsuperscript{91,92}

Vitamin C
Most evidence supporting beneficial, including antioxidant, effects of vitamin C (ascorbic acid) are derived from investigations of oral vitamin C or vitamin C applied to tissue cultures. There are no studies indicating that oral vitamin C consumption increases cutaneous vitamin C levels. Manufacturers have exploited this lack of knowledge by producing and touting topical vitamin C preparations, many of which have become popular. A lipid form of vitamin C, topical ascorbyl palmitate, is nonirritating and reportedly exerts photoprotective and anti-inflammatory activity.\textsuperscript{93} Because few of the currently available topical vitamin C formulations can penetrate the SC, most such products are useless. Nevertheless, several studies reveal that mice treated with topical vitamin C exhibited less erythema, fewer sunburn cells, and decreased tumor formation in treated skin after UV exposure.\textsuperscript{94} As a topical agent, vitamin C has been used to capitalize on its antioxidant activity to prevent photodamage, and to treat melasma, striae albae, and postoperative erythema in laser patients.\textsuperscript{95–97}

Vitamin E
Vitamin E (tocopherol), such as CoQ\textsubscript{10}, is found in the lipophilic portion of the cell membrane. The nutrient naturally occurs in vegetables, oils, seeds, nuts, corn, soy, whole wheat flour, margarine, and in some meat and dairy products, and is the main fat-soluble antioxidant in skin that protects cells from oxidative stress.\textsuperscript{98} The public and some doctors use it to treat minor burns, surgical scars, and other wounds, even though its use for dermatoses has not been approved by the FDA. The authors do not ever recommend the use of vitamin E in scar treatment and feel that it may even exacerbate scar healing and ultimately detract from appearance.\textsuperscript{99} But the use of vitamin E is believed to lessen the degree of lipid peroxidation and protect against cardiovascular disease.\textsuperscript{100} Vitamin E likewise protects cutaneous cell membranes from peroxidation.

Sunscreens
Sun exposure deposits UV radiation into the skin and is known to not only cause skin cancer but contribute to the appearance of aged skin, wrinkles, and uneven skin tone due to mottled pigmentation. UV radiation is made up of 96.5% UV-A and 3.5% UV-B on an average summer day. UV-B is more likely to cause squamous cell carcinoma and can be blocked by glass, while UV-A is believed to be a cause of melanoma and can penetrate glass. UV-A can also penetrate deep into the skin and cause wrinkles. There are many different sunscreens available, all with varying sun protection factor (SPF) displayed on the label. SPF numbers refer only to the amount of protection against UV-B and not UV-A, meaning that sunscreen SPF does not reveal how well the particular sunscreen guards against UV-A absorption.

There are two types of sunscreens: physical blockers and chemical blockers. Physical blockers, otherwise known as “barrier sunscreens,” reflect UV radiation. Because there is no systemic absorption, physical blockers (e.g., titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, and magnesium oxide) rarely cause an allergic reaction. Chemical blockers (e.g., avobenzone) are usually combined with physical blockers for periods of increased sun exposure. Chemical sunscreens absorb the UV radiation, and the chemicals in sunscreens are systemically absorbed. Therefore, there is a risk of allergic reactions with chemical blockers, and they are contraindicated in small children. The authors endorse a regimen that begins first with an antioxidant product layer followed by an antioxidant-containing sunscreen, or two different types of broad-spectrum sunscreens. The best products include avobenzone (now in a stable form known as Helioplex [Neutrogena, Los Angeles, CA]), Mexoryl (L’Oréal, New York, NY)-containing formulations, and the physical blockers zinc oxide and titanium dioxide.

As previously described, some antioxidants have photoprotective properties. Although they should not be used as a substitute for sunscreen, they can be combined with sunscreen use. One recent study addressed the question of antioxidants and sun exposure. Yuan et al found that topical grape seed proanthocyanidin extract applied before sun exposure protected against UV-induced damage and mutant p53 epidermal cell formation.\textsuperscript{101}

Although the FDA has been moving toward improved standardized sunscreen labeling including SPF standards as well as decreased tolerance for “waterproof” claims, recommendations have not been finalized. One of the most important changes for consumers includes stricter labeling for “broad spectrum.” A sunscreen labeled in this way must show efficacy against both UV-A and UV-B radiation, helping to prevent both skin cancer as well as sunburn. The authors recommend a daily SPF of at least 30 for daily use and 50 for prolonged outdoor use. We also do not feel that the SPF contained in most makeup is sufficient. Repeated and sufficient application is also more effective (every 2 hours or after water exposure). A commonly quoted acceptable amount of applied sunscreen for protection is “one ounce or enough to fill a shot glass” over sun-exposed areas.\textsuperscript{102}

Peptides
Composed of chains of amino acids and derived from DNA transcription, peptides have recently been incorporated as
biologically active compounds in antiaging cosmeceutical products. Peptides communicate between DNA and the cellular network and are therefore believed to be instrumental in directing cells to maintain a stable, nonaging manifestation. In particular, peptides have been credited with downregulating MMPs, especially collagenase, thus suggesting a role in antiaging applications. The total surface of wrinkles in addition to the number and average depth of wrinkles was significantly decreased in a double-blind clinical study in 2004 of 20 healthy women between 40 and 62 years of age after the topical application of a gel formula containing 3% of a collagen-like hexapeptide. In a literature review in 2005, Lupo found that peptide cosmeceuticals demonstrate the potential to diminish cutaneous aging when the formulations are stable, absorbed into the skin, and biologically active. Peptides used in cosmeceuticals fall under four categories.

**Signal Peptides**
In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that the valine-glycine-alanine-proline-glycine peptide, the tyrosine-tyrosine-arginine-alanine-aspartame-aspartame-alanine peptide, and the lysine-threonine-threonine-lysine-serine peptide foster human skin dermal fibroblast growth, and decrease the length and depth of wrinkles. The latter peptide, the most popular signal peptide, has been linked to palmitic acid in a marketed product (Matrixyl [Sederma, Inc., Edison, NJ]) that has been demonstrated to increase the production of collagen by fibroblasts and reduce fine lines and wrinkles. Signal peptides promote the synthesis of key dermal constituents, particularly collagen but also elastin and glycosaminoglycans, thus contributing to younger looking skin.

**Enzyme-Inhibitor Peptides**
Found in antiaging, moisturizing, cleansing, and hair products, these peptides directly or indirectly block enzymatic activity. In 2007, a rice peptide derived from germinated black rice was noted for inhibiting MMP activity and dose-dependently stimulating hyaluronan synthase 2 gene expression in human keratinocytes. Sericin, an enzyme-inhibiting peptide produced in the Moddle silk gland of the silkworm, has been demonstrated to hinder tyrosinase activity and keratinocyte apoptosis and to aid skin moisturization by restoring amino acids and conferring an occlusive effect.

**Neuropeptides**
Neuropeptides, also known as neurotransmitter-affecting peptides, mediate skin inflammation and are included in cosmeceuticals to mimic the action of botulinum toxin A by suppressing acetylcholine release at the neuromuscular junction. Marketed as Argireline (Lipotec, LLC, Barcelona, Spain), acetyl hexapeptide-3 (AC-glycyl-glutamic acid-arginine) is a synthetic peptide based on the N-terminal end of the synaptosome-associated protein-25 that inhibits soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor complex development and catecholamine release. It is thought to limit the release of neurotransmitters, thus reducing facial tension and wrinkles. Most data on this form of peptide come from proprietary studies. Much more evidence is needed to determine the efficacy of these peptides as topical antiaging agents.

**Carrier Peptides**
Carrier peptides stabilize and transport trace elements necessary for wound healing and enzymatic processes. Glycyl-L-histadyl-L-lysine (GHK), a naturally occurring tripeptide first isolated from human plasma, which acts as both a carrier and signal peptide is often coupled with copper, due to its high affinity for the element. Copper peptide molecules using GHK (GHK-Cu) have been shown to ameliorate the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. More research is needed to establish the effectiveness of these intriguing products. At this time, signal and enzyme-inhibitor peptides appear to have larger roles to play as antiaging agents.

**Conclusion**
To achieve optimal results for patients, whether they are to rejuvenate their skin through topical therapy alone or having surgery or receiving dermal fillers, botulinum toxin injections, or laser treatments, it is important to recommend the proper skin care regimen, starting with topical products. To improve the likelihood of patient compliance, the skin care regimen should be reviewed at each patient visit. Retinoids, antioxidants, and sunscreens are the mainstay of a good antiaging skin care regimen. Prescription topical treatments are reviewed in subsequent and separate articles in this issue entitled, “Topicals for Skin Rejuvenation: Prescription Topicals” and “Treatment for Unwanted Pigment.”
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